Traditional electron spectroscopy (ES) is one of the most informative means for chemical structure analysis of the matter 1 . According to ES, identification of atoms and molecules is carried out by the energy analysis of characteristic electrons formed in ionization process of atoms or molecules A during collisions with particles B* of definite energy (photons, excited atoms, etc.)
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A + B* -> A + + B + e Nevertheless, practical use of ES is restricted by considerable dimensions and high vacuum requirements for electron energy analyzers. To overcome these shortcomings, CES concept 2 is proposed. It is based on the fact that in a single elastic collision with a gas particle the characteristic electron loses only a small part ~ 2m/Mb <10 -4 of its initial kinetic energy (m -mass of electron, Mb -mass of a gas molecule). Therefore, if the electron will suffer, say, 100 elastic collisions, it will completely "lose" initial direction of the momentum vector, but the relative loss of its kinetic energy δE will have rather small value < 1 %.
In this way we can spatially confine electron's path inside of a gas filled energy analyzer so, that only a limited number (near to 100) of collisions with gas particles will occur till the electron will be neutralized on the surface of electrodes or the walls of the analyzer. With regarding electron's motion in the field free space of the analyzer as of Brownian particle and with requirement of collisional relative "degradation" of electron's initial characteristic energy not to exceed the predetermined level δE, we get that, at least, one of the geometrical dimensions L of the analyzer must be:
where Nb -gas concentration, σe -elastic cross-section of electron scattering on gas particles. For atmospheric pressure L is of the order 0.1 mm.
Design of microplasma CES-detector with ionization by He metastable atoms, computer modeling and experimental data will be described. Another variant of CES-detector using photoionization by resonant VUV 10.6 eV radiation from Kr gas-discharge source will also be presented.
